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Your Magnetism 
Mastery Tool Kit

Daily Mindset Practice - At least 30 minutes of 
mindset work, helping you move from fear to 
love, lack to abundance. 

 Desire list - Constantly focusing on your desires 
will help you ask for what you want.  Make sure to 
get as outrageous as you desire.  

Pleasure list - create a list of all of the things that 
bring you pleasure.  This is a perfect reference for 
when you need a pleasure break.  

Pleasure Baskets - creating a basket for your 
bedroom, work, or any area of your life and filling 
it with sensual things that bring you pleasure.  

Dance breaks - this always helps you move from 
your head to your body.  



Masculine Detox - spending time at the end of 
your day to make sure that you are moving 
back into your feminine. You can use anything 
that moves you from your head to your body.  

Emotional releasing - It is vital to your 
emotional health and radiance to allow your 
emotions to be expressed. Some of my 
favorites:  
Beating a pillow  
Screaming  
Crying with your arms in the air  
Rage Dance 
Grief Dance  
Temper Tantrum 

*Make sure that after you release the heave 
emotions that you pull something from your 
pleasure list to imprint pleasure.  

Gratitude - finding gratitude for everything in 
your life even the contrast helps to attract your 
desires faster.  



Inner Feminine and Inner Masculine 
 Meditation - Imagine your inner or Divine 
Feminine outside of yourself and imagine 
unconditional love flowing from you to her and 
back.  
Do the same with your inner masculine but 
imagine unconditional support.  

Make a list of how you want to feel in a 
relationship - List out how you desire to feel in a 
partnership and then see if you are giving those 
emotions to yourself.  

Sacred Beauty - Seeing your beauty and beauty 
in general as sacred and making sure to 
incorporate it at every turn.  

Past Relationship Patterns - list out all of the 
qualities of your relationships; good and bad. 
 Then see how they mirror relationships with 
your parents.  With that awareness start making 
other choices.  Our relationships are vehicles for 
growth. 



Communicating with men: Remember these 3 
things:  
They want to feel successful  
They want to be appreciated  
They want to know that they are making a 
difference in your life.  

Flirting - Enjoying yourself, as yourself and 
sharing that joy with others.  

Breast Massage:  This can be done on the outside 
of your clothes or on bare skin.  If you are doing 
this on bare skin, use an organic oil like coconut. 
  
To release - starts with hands on top of breasts 
under collar bone.  Move hands outward and 
down.  Then both hands come up on the middle.  

To build energy - (*do not do if you have cancer or 
a cysts or anything toil that you do not want to be 
building up in the breast)  
Start with hands on top of breast under collar 
bone.  Move hands towards the center of your 
chest and down under your breast then UP on the 
outside. 


